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Major Normative Trajectories in STS 

 

My contribution to the project consists of a roughly top-down inquiry into the dominant 

norms of STS.  I initially compiled a list of what I take to be many of the most pervasive, 

popular, norms in STS.  Many of these were discussed in the course, though some were not.  The 

list was formed and articulated according to my own normative and conceptual “biases” (read: 

affordances).   I was able to include many of these norms into a few more synthetic, debate-

centered “mini-narratives” which articulate normative constellations and conflicts more 

effectively than a mere list.  That said, there remain many free-floating or miscellaneous norms 

at the end in list form, which are worth mentioning, but would require larger narratives and 

linkages of their own.  Due to time constraints they are listed but their links and conceptual 

heritages are not adequately discussed.   

Given that my report is more debate-centered, it is notably less chronologically-oriented.  

A personal hope with my inquiry here is that a strong sense of the many normative directions of 

STS can be better understood in this format than with a normative chronology, which might cater 

to the conclusion that contemporary STS is the necessary conclusion or best outcome of the 

normative debates that follow.  As a final note, specific references for these threads are currently 

underwhelming, and will hopefully be detailed further in the future. 

 

Debate Narratives: 
 

I. What to Do with Expertise? 

 

A sizable portion of STS scholarship has dealt with theorizing and/or observing the 

nature of expertise in action, and making normative judgments about how it ought to be 

determined or produced.  It may be of use to think of this debate in terms of a spectrum: some 

believe that expertise needs to be radically democratized and distributed to many or all publics in 

new forums and institutions; on the other extreme, expertise should remain an epistemically 

privileged and exclusionary enterprise as bestowed by present institutions. Much of STS, then, 

has dealt with questions of whether to maintain and foster private/specialized expertise and 

rationality or whether to challenge and deprivilege it. This characterization is further detailed by 

Darrin Durant (2011), wherein he argues that most STS scholars lie somewhere in the middle of 

this spectrum.  He argues that scholars such as Sheila Jasanoff and Bryan Wynne lie closer to the 

radical democratization end of the spectrum, while scholars such as Harry Collins and Robert 

Evans fall more towards the middle.  Their positions are detailed below, but it is important and 

telling that almost no scholars in STS appear to support the end of the spectrum under which 

present institutions and metrics of private expertise are deemed completely ideal or sufficiently 

democratized in their current forms.  Thus a ubiquitous but vague normative commitment in STS 

appears to be that critical social inquiry of some form or another ought to be employed to benefit 

and modify current systems of expertise.  Although the specific normative aims of improving 

expertise vary, the field does not seem to pride itself on justifying the status quo of present 

systems of expertise. 



A substantial camp (comprising Jasanoff, Wynne and others) asserts that we ought to 

democratize and politicize expertise on a fundamental level to deprivilege present expertise-

producing institutions.  These accounts have tended to emphasize the socially constructed nature 

of expertise: they assert that expertise is not merely earned or bestowed by institutions but is 

instead socially negotiated and produced differently in different situations as a function of power.  

The fact that expertise is typically identified with a small cadre of particular interests and values 

in most domains constitutes a major threat to democracy.  If, for this position, no one person’s 

perspective can be epistemically privileged as the positivist view of science one asserted, the all 

the perspectives that are affected by a domain or issue are relevant and should be included in 

knowledge making, at least ideally. 

Proponents of the middle route (e.g., Collins, Evans and others), who in effect stand in 

opposition to the drastic democratization camp within STS, assert that expertise should be 

democratized strategically, but that we ought to maintain some grounds for epistemic privilege.  

First, the total democratization route is sometimes deemed “anti-science” and is thought to 

threaten the possibility of such an institution if all views are, in principle, equally valid.   Second, 

it is argued that STS as a form of expertise would be shooting itself in the foot if it did not 

attempt to give an account of some form of deservedly privileged expertise.  Finally, the total 

politicization of knowledge and expertise might result in a political standstill or political inaction 

under which epistemic controversies could never be resolved or stabilized, as no one’s word or 

interests deserve to be pursued any more than another.  The inability to recognize expertise could 

even be dangerous for human survival in some cases, such as with the climate change 

controversy (Latour 2004).  In a similar vein, we should also retain a notion of relative neutrality 

in expertise, including in STS: even if perfect impartiality is impossible there is good reason to 

distinguish levels of interestedness (a spectrum of advocacy/passivity) (Collins).  With this 

account, STS can gain rather than destroy expertise; the middle route thus asserts that STS 

should be an expertise about expertise. 
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II. STS and Neoliberalization 

 Another major domain of normative contention and commitment deals with questions of 

neoliberalization and the relationship of capitalism to science and technology.  This might also 

be understood in terms of a spectrum.  On the one hand, neoliberal capitalism has been thought 



of as a threat to the purity, social responsibility, or integrity of science, STS, and less commonly, 

technology.  On the other end of the spectrum, neoliberal capitalism has been accepted more or 

less willingly as the new state of affairs; science, technology and STS are now caught up in 

“Mode 2” science or technoscience, and the resistance to such a state of affairs is either 

undesirable or futile. 

 Probably no STS scholars are the strong proponents of unregulated capitalism that you 

might find in other fields such as economics or the management sciences, but in terms of the STS 

spectrum, some are more at home in and accepting of a neoliberal market environment. Bruno 

Latour, Michel Callon, John Law, and others have championed an approach known as Actor-

Network Theory (ANT) which is more comfortable with market capitalism than other threads of 

critical inquiry in STS.  ANT in many ways constitutes a radical and critical way of 

understanding mode 2 science, or technoscience, so it is unfair to consider it an outright 

posterchild for capitalism.  However, ANT’s methodological portability lends it to a kind of 

consultant storytelling of which some STS scholars disapprove (e.g., Steve Fuller).  For this 

thread of STS, categories such as technology, science, politics, and nature were never really pure 

or discrete, so it appears misguided to strive for a pure academy or science that never was. 

 Proponents of this camp typically employ the term technoscience; and implicitly or 

explicitly adovocate the norm that we ought to collapse our subject matters into one.  In STS, the 

term technoscience was popularized by Latour in Science in Action (1987).  Because science is 

so technology- (and industry-?) heavy, the domains of science and technology cannot really be 

separated anymore.  Science uses so many instruments to gain and inscribe knowledge, and is 

also now chiefly concerned with or constituted in applications. Furthermore, according to Latour, 

science and technology are not influenced by some outside society, but in large part constitute it 

in the modern era.  To reflect ANT more accurately, this might be thought of as socio-

technoscience although this term was not adopted, probably because it is too cumbersome.  The 

conceptual blurring of science, technology, society, and industry, thus appear to normativize or 

perform a neoliberal science and STS into existence. 

 This trend can also be identified with criticisms of the traditional notions of 

disinterestedness, basic and pure science, instead emphasizing the constructedness or inability of 

knowledge to transcend interested normative commitment and sociocultural values and ideas.  

As is detailed in the normativism narrative below, this conviction ironically has lead to a shying 

away from normative commitments in STS. 

While the aforementioned camp might be more of a middle route in the neoliberalization 

spectrum, the opposing camp in STS is indeed at one of the extremes: one major (if currently 

minority) thread in STS is explicitly against what it construes as the dangers of unchecked 

industrialization of science, the academy, and STS.  According to this tradition, social values and 

concerns, not money/economics, should be the driving factor of science and technology.  The 

most outspoken and/or prominent critic of ANT and consultant STS is probably Steve Fuller.  

Fuller argues that we should not collapse the domains of science, technology and industry as 

market capitalism urges us to do; we must retain some notion of pure science or free inquiry not 

specifically geared towards application and commodification.  Subjecting all of knowledge to the 

needs of the market threatens the integrity of expertise, the uniqueness of academy, and the 

strength of critique of critical inquiry. 

 Fuller criticizes ANT and consultant STS for fitting too happily with the powers that be 

of capitalism and the industrialization of the academy.  He criticizes STS for being too go-with-

the-flow and asserts ANT commitments to be a product of our heavily neoliberal age. 



III. Reform versus Revolution: Science and Technology in Society 

Another useful way to map norms in STS is with a spectrum of reform versus revolution.  

Should science and technology continue business as usual, should they be modified gradually 

through their own rules and institutions, or should they be radically transformed, halted or 

reversed? While no STS scholar would make much of a career in assert that every aspect of 

science and technology should consider with business as usual, there is significant debate as to 

whether STS ought to get on board with science and technology to better steer the ship, or 

whether the ship itself is so problematic that it must be dismantled or fundamentally restructured.  

In the early days of STS, this spectrum was cast in terms of whether or not STS is “pro-“ or 

“anti-“ science.  My hope is that my spectrum of characterization here is not so absolutist 

(“you’re either with us or you’re against us”), but is rather seen as a continuum or plurality of  

different ideas about how and whether science and technology ought to be improved or re-

envisioned. 

Those that advocate a radical halt or redesign of science and technology as cultural 

enterprises tend to highlight their imperialism, authoritarianism, or their incompatibility or 

disregard for an ecological existence. 

More moderate (central) positions and critiques of the fully “anti-science” position assert 

that although there are notably imperialistic, authoritarian, and anti-environmental trends, 

histories, and trajectories in science and technology, these were a result of the values and politics 

that infused these enterprises.  The hope for much of STS is that science and technology, 

although never neutral, can be realized in many different forms, some of which are radically 

more democratic and ecological. 

A thread largely indebted to Critical theory and early 20
th

 century theories of 

technology(or thereabouts) is found in various critiques of large scale technological systems.  

Indebted to critical theorists such as Max Horkheimer and Theodore Adorno,  Jacques Ellul’s 

notion of totalizing technique, Lewis Mumford’s authoritarian megatechnics, and Herbert 

Marcuse’s one-dimensionalization, modern STS scholars such as Thomas Hughes and Langon 

Winner assert that large-scale technical systems seem to inherently foster hierarchical and 

authoritarian relationships.  Similar critiques are put forth regarding the inherent failure of 

industrial or capitalistic science and capitalism to respect the environment, traditional social 

structures and values, and the democratic political process.  Consider the statement by critical 

theorist of technology, Andrew Feenberg: 

What human beings are and will become is decided in the shape of our tools no less than 

in the action of statesmen and political movements. The design of technology is thus an 

ontological decision fraught with political consequences. The exclusion of the vast 

majority from participation in this decision is profoundly undemocratic (Transforming 

Technology, p3). 

For some, perhaps rooted in anthropologist guilt for its imperial past, science and technology are 

seen as a kind of cultural imperialism which should be curbed democratically.  A related 

normative commitment in STS is to empower the underdogs or underrepresented voices in a 

technoscientific society through critique.  This also ties this more revolution-sided position to 

Sheila Jasanoff’s aforementioned commitment to the democratization of expertise. 

 Some of this debate can be cast in terms of the desirability of social engineering and the 

possibility of democratization therein.  Some scholars such Daniel Sarewitz have argued against 

technological fixes, the tendency in modernity for us to seek out increasingly complex and high 

tech fixes to problems brought about by unpredictable or uncontrollable high technologies in the 



first place.  Sarewitz talks of the irresolvable or non-teleological value-politics of wicked 

complexity in sociotechnical systems, and asserts that the Enlightenment model of rationally 

fixing problems instrumentally with more advanced technology is no longer desirable or tenable 

given various postmodern critiques about the perspectival nature of knowledge and action. 

 Some scholars are more optimistic about our capacity to effect better social change with 

more sociologically refined technologies.  Ulrich Beck champions a reflexive modernity which 

admits of a complex and irreversible age of technological complexity.  Technoscience has 

created problems (e.g. ecological ones) for us that we cannot simply solve by relinquishing 

science and technology.  Since we cannot go back to a pure and pre-scientific, pre-technological 

age, we must use science and technology more responsibly, to control or mitigate the negative 

effects already generated by science and technology.  This is also manifested in later STS 

projects to empower the underdogs through design and knowledge, since the institutions 

themselves would be too difficult or unlikely to be halted or radically reorganized any time soon. 

This is the famous move found in Donna Haraway’s A Manifesto for Cyborgs.  This spawned a 

movement more or less of cyborg feminist STS, wherein technological disempowered voices and 

actors are re-empowered when they accept their hybrid identities and thus can begin to engage in 

the technological redesign of themselves in more socially equitable ways. Thus this debate 

ultimately revolves around whether it is best to fight within or beyond the problematic systems 

of modern science and technology. 

 

IV. What should STS be, and where should it be located? 

Norms about science, technology and society vs. norms about STS as a field itself 

 

Consultant STS, Actor-Network Theory  

ANT in its more consultant form: studying (rather similarly to the strong program) how networks 

and processes of technoscientific knowledge, artifacts, and people function or come together, 

perhaps to make these networks more efficient for those sponsor of the study. Given the 

industrialization of knowledge and academia, this is the role STS must fill to survive. 

Woolgar, Steve, Catelijne Coopmans and Daniel Neyland. "Does STS Mean Business?" 

Organization 16, no. 1 (2009): 5-30. 

 

Interventionist trends of ANT 

How to make the most responsible composition of networks for democratic social goals.  Not 

necessarily dichotomous with consultant work, but perhaps opposed in secret to sponsor? 

Downey, Gary Lee and Joseph Dumit. "Locating and Intervening." In Cyborgs and 

Citadels:Anthropological Interventions in Emerging Sciences and Technologies, edited by 

Downey, Gary Lee and Joseph Dumit, 5-30. Santa Fe, N.M.: The SAR Press, 1997. 

Frickel, Scott, Sahra Gibbon, Jeff Howard, Joana Kempner, Gwen Ottinger and David Hess. 

"Undone Science: Social Movement Challenges to Dominant Scientific Practice." 

Science,Technology & Human Values, no. (2010). 

 

STS as Protest, political action 

Desire to tie STS history to protests/journalism Rachel Carson, Upton Sinclair 

 

STS as critique   



Against the activist/ivory tower distinction; it is argued that critique should be seen as a viable 

form of S&T intervention in itself. (However, this possibly becomes an excuse for inaction?) 

 

Embedded Humanism 

Having interactive ethnographers go into science/engineering labs asking probative questions in 

an attempt to make the process more socially reflexive.  Socio-Technical Integration Research 

(STIR). 

Fisher, Erik, Roop L. Mahajan and Carl Mitcham. "Midstream Modulation of Technology: 

Governance from Within." Bulletin of Science, Technology & Society 26, no. 6 (2006): 485-496. 

Fisher, Erik and Daniel Sarewitz. "STIR (Socio-Technical Integration Research" (film). 

Consortium for Science, Policy, and Outcomes, 2011. 

 

Big STS  

(Downey) STS theory and practice ought to pervade all aspects of our life wherever possible for 

enhancing social responsibility.  Put a department in every college and embed us everywhere. 

 

 

STS should focus on the public(s) 

Sheila Jasanoff, Bryan Wynne? 

STS should fight for the underdog/oppressed.  STS should increase lay expertise, equalize knows 

and know-nots. 

 

 

STS Should Focus on Education 

Engineering Studies, Downey, Wisnioski (an implicit norm for all STS educators?) 

 

 

V._ Beyond Deconstruction and Relativism: the Affirmation of Normativism in STS 

Interests school/account 

Demonstrate the interests and motivations behind knowledge: science is ideological in Marxian 

sense.  Related/separate norm: Science is being compromised by capitalism. 

 

Epistemic Responsibility 

We should no longer appeal to the world as the origin of our knowledge.  We make value-laden 

theoretical choices about how we interpret the world, and must recognize responsibility for our 

knowledge.  Scientists cannot simply “call it like they see it” if our critiques of positivism are 

justified. Science should formulate theories in terms of their social implications where possible. 

"As we come to recognize the conventional and artifactual status of our forms of knowing, we 

put ourselves in a position to realize that it is ourselves and not reality that is responsible for 

what we know. Knowledge, as much as the state, is the product of human actions.” 

Shapin and Shafer, Leviathan and the Airpump. 

 

Deconstruction  

In the early stages of constructivism, many scholars were perhaps overly excited by and felt it 

sufficient to merely show the situated/contingent social negotiation and production of facts and 

artifacts and call it a day (at least, this criticism comes from #3, below).  In some ways, STSers 



may have been too brazen in their battle to challenge the objectivity of science without regard for 

the normativities of their own knowledge, hence Latour’s regretful essay, “Why Has Critique 

Run out of Steam? From Matters of Fact to Matters of Concern." Critical Inquiry 30, no. 2 

(2004): 225-248. 

 

Co-production/The “Beyond deconstruction” Movement  
Sheila Jasanoff, “STS and Public Policy: Getting Beyond Deconstruction” in Science, 

Technology and Society, 4:1, 1999).  This trend/camp advocates responsible 

construction/reconstruction of science and society together. Policy/intervention-oriented, 

participation in panels, consortiums, etc. 

Langdon Winner 1993 “Upon Opening the Black Box and Finding it Empty.” In Science, 

Technology, and Human Values, Vol. 18, no. 3.  Winner argues against the tendency of 

constructivism to ignore the normative, and impels us to reconstruct.  Deconstruction and 

description of how socio-technical power operates is not enough; it does not automatically grant 

benevolent insight.  Social constructivism must seek to intervene more actively than in mere 

description.  

 

Normativist and Normatively Reflexive STS: 

Reflexive analysis of norms in STS: What is STS for? 

Gary Downey, Jim Collier, * YOU ARE HERE. 

The fuzziness of the description/intervention boundary is not an excuse to forgo the 

conversation, or to rest content with description as equally proactive and normative merely 

because all descriptions contain normativities.  If STS has pioneered the idea that knowledge and 

technology are normative, they ought to embrace their own complicity and potential in steering 

these domains in explicitly normative directions. 

 There are arguably many normativist trends of STS that do not address or employ the 

concept of normativity per se.  The normativist asserts that even descriptivist projects in STS are 

still inherently normative, and should embrace rather than hide this (normative) fact. 

 

Post -, Anti-, Alter-, Never-modern STS 

We should collapse old categories and dualisms: We ought to collapse the social, technological, 

natural and human (Latour). We ought to collapse the social, epistemic, normative, political, 

axiological and ontological (Barad) The normative and the descriptive were never really  

distinguishable (Who?).  

 

VI. Critique and Intervention: Are They One and the Same? 

 

Miscellaneous: 
 

Social Epistemology (Steve Fuller’s version) 

Knowledge is inherently normative and social, so we ought to search for the optimal 

relationship(s) of knowledge and power. Epistemology needs to bring in history and the social 

sciences for the philosophical commitments of science to be better understood.  We ought to 

decide which social groups ought to be included in knowledge, and what their optimal social 

configurations are for different kinds or domains of knowledge.  Insert Collier here? 

Fuller, Steve. "The Future of Science and Technology Studies." 2007. 



Fuller, Steve. Social Epistemology. 

 

Analytic Philosophy for STS 

This thread continues some of the more modest threats of positivism for a better science and 

technology, typically in opposition to postmodern claims of the value-ladenness or politics of 

science and technology. See Joseph Pitt: We need standards in STS of philosophical and 

scientific rigor to circumvent the vulnerabilities demonstrated by the Sokal affair.   

 

Science of Science 

Or tie it to science, SSK norm is to be scientific, don’t throw baby out with the bath water. 

A. History and Philosophy of Science can improve current science. 

We can make science more rational with philosophy. (Larry Laudan) 

B. Strong Programme 

 

Strong Program of SSK 

not concerned with norms so much, but doing a science of science, arguably with latent 

normative effects of de-priviliging truth, rationality, objectivity, universality of science; war 

against Mertonian norms? 

 

History and Politics of Technology 

We should show the contingent origins, politics and value-ladenness of technological decisions 

and hopefully proposing responsible alternatives.  (While Technology studies has its own history 

I am neglecting here, it was kind of tacked on later/secondarily in STS for a long time, until the 

Latourian normative conviction that S&T are inseparable and ought to be studied together as 

technoscience. 

Langdon Winner, Do Artifacts Have Politics?   

Richard Sclove, Democracy and Technology. 

Foucault’s power/knowledge 

Wherever there is knowledge, there are norms that inform, govern, or make such 

knowledge possible. Institutions, imperatives and technologies of power either constitute or 

merely always accompany the knowledge therein. 

Challenging the normative-descriptive dichotomy 

Norms are everywhere, power is everywhere, knowledge can’t be pure or insulated from 

norms. 

 

Democratization of science and technology  
The conviction that STS ought to intervene in and democratize science and technology because 

they are “always, already” political and value-laden (the anti-authoritarian S&T thread).  

Promotion of “lay expertise” and public say, involvement in S&T.  

 

Bring back metaphysics 

Selectively empower religious/metaphysical knowledge (for democracy?) – Fuller and intelligent 

design 


